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Workshops
Social Media- Finding Jobs and Exploring Careers using LinkedIn, Facebook,
and Twitter
Presented by:
Career Center
Plan your work, then work your plan! This tried and tested truism bridges personal
and professional life. This workshop is designed to expose the most effective,
relevant and up-to-date job search strategies used in today’s highly competitive job
market, along with the do’s and don’ts of job searching!
By the end of this workshop participants will be able to:
• Identify three resources that assist & influence the job search process
• Use social media to find jobs
• Describe how social media increases the number of networking opportunities and
job leads
• Explain how engaging in career related professional development site can increase
their professional network
Making Study Abroad a Passport to a Dream Job
Presented by:
Dr. Vipin Gupta
Dr. Vipin Gupta (Ph.D., Wharton School) is an expert in international management,
strategy in a global context, and also teaches study abroad business in China, India,
Middle East, and Europe courses at CBPA. He is renowned for his contributions to
the science of culture, sustainable strategic management in the emerging markets,
managing organizational and technological transformations, and entrepreneurial,
global, and women’s leadership. He has authored or edited 16 books, including the
seminal GLOBE project on culture and leadership in 62 societies, eleven on family
business models, two on organizational performance, one on the Multinational
subsidiaries in China, and an innovative strategy textbook. He has published about
one hundred fifty articles in international academic journals and as book chapters.
He has been an invited speaker and presenter at conferences and institutions in over
40 nations.
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